
Chapter 52: 
When Lu Sicheng sat next to the phone, the nursery rhymes
quickly ordered good food. When the barbecue came up, his
phone was not finished yet. Lu Yue was really smashing the
horse honeycomb this time - you can never imagine having a
marriage. The middle-aged woman who is not a handsome
girlfriend of her girlfriend is worried. If one day makes her
feel that she sees hope and hopes are quickly shattered…
Then there is something big.
“—A blind date? What kind of pro? What do you think is a
little crazy?… I have a game next week, there are training
games every day, how can I have a blind date?”
The nursery rhymes pinched the clips on the baking tray and
threw the meat on the baking tray. She looked at Lu Sicheng
with a look of horror, and the laughter around her became
smaller. The surrounding people turned around and looked at
their captain… …
Lu Sicheng is still expressionless.
“—It’s useless to make sure you look good… everyone is
good? What is the concept of everyone’s show? Don’t bother
me. The training game doesn’t bother me. The game is not
online. I don’t ask every big and small holiday to be quiet, as
she never exists. “Luo Sicheng said it all at once, “I will
accept it like this.”
Everyone: “…”
Nursery rhymes: “………………… Not good, electronic pets
will shake when they are hungry.”
She said very quietly, but the person who called was just
heard. Lu Sicheng glanced at her. She immediately closed her
mouth and honestly turned over her barbecue… At the same
time, I didn’t know what was said opposite. Lu Sicheng said
with a fluttering voice: “I am a straight male cancer, isn’t it
good, at least you don’t have to worry about my sexual
orientation.”
After talking about moving the phone away from his ear -
when the nursery rhyme was surprised by the meaning of his
action, she heard a woman’s roar from the phone: “There is a
terrible base for straight male cancer!!!!”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Lu Sicheng sneered at the table and said nothing.



“You will admit that you have a bad leg with this dwarf,” Lu
Yue looked at the nursery rhyme next to his heart and sighed
and stood up. “She doesn’t know anyway.”
Lu Yue said as he walked over to Lu Sicheng and took the
mobile phone from his mobile phone: “Hey? Mom? It’s me,
don’t you yell, my brother is so beckoning a bunch of women
who love the high-end goods, where do you need a blind date?
We are this year. Very busy, can you take the world
championship? This year, you don’t want to let those children
have a long-awaited situation-”
Lu Yue said that half of the sudden stayed.
Three seconds later he stuffed his phone back into Lu
Sicheng’s hand.
Lu Sicheng: “?”
Lu Yue: “…Mom said to say a little more that this week’s
blind date will change from you to a brother.”
Lu Sicheng: “…”
“I am only nineteen, it is not so great for the brothers to bury
their youth,” Lu Yue said, taking a shot of Lu Sicheng’s
shoulder, “a good date, I heard that it is a beautiful woman
plus everyone.”
Everyone: “…”
Lu Sicheng muttered, “What’s the use?” stood up and went out
to call… The voice of the rest of the people who left after he
left was dare to speak loudly. The nursery rhyme poured a
glass of shochu and tasted a small eyebrow: ” Is Cheng Ge
really going to blind date?”
“Let’s go through the game, my mother decided that the gods
can’t move,” Lu Yue shrugged. “And if the opposite is really a
good-looking and sensible person, everyone is good, talk
about a love hobby. It’s like a robot all day.”
The nursery rhyme “oh” said: “Standing and speaking, no
pain, let you throw a phone faster than anyone when you are
dating.”
“I am different,” Lu Yue said with a smile. “I have a League of
Legends, and the goddess of the moon is my girlfriend.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
……
Later, Lu Sicheng did not see him mentioning this incident.
Human beings are forgetful animals. So over time, everyone



has forgotten this thing cleanly.
In the second week, the zgdx team’s group match schedule hit
the huawei team at 5 pm on Thursday and the squad team at 5
pm on Sunday - in the current group, the two teams are barely
a tough bone…
The squad is a traditional veteran of the veteran. Although
these years have not been good, they have not fallen into the
level of the relegation, and have been lingering in the middle
of the league. The team is united and resilient. Seeing that
their game is always forced to open with any team, they have
also won zgdx and lost to the relegation team. The most
important thing is that this is happening in the same week -
when this The fans of the team are really one second of heaven
and a second of hell, how miserable it is;
The huawei team is even more difficult. In theory, it is the only
team in the group that can be slightly challenged with zgdx…
This team has a Korean foreign aid bought from last year’s
World Finals champion team tat. He is in Lu Sicheng left the
line of the expression pack team and only joined the pope’s old
teammates. The guy named “Kun” is slightly better than the
old k in the dominance of the wild area. At the same time, he
will have an insight into the opponent’s weak road and for
himself. Teammates create an advantage -
In the last training session, the old cat was miserable by him.
In the end, he relied on the virginity to stabilize his position.
The strong advantage of the duo was dragged to the middle
and late stage. Lu Sicheng took over the game and won the
training… …
and so.
In line with the respect of the former champion of “Kun”, the
zgdx team also began to study the video of their games early.
The small book of nursery rhymes began on Monday and
increased rapidly at three pages per day…
In addition to her regular rank training and training games, the
most common action is to sit on the sofa with her cat, watch
the video with Mingshen and discuss opponents from time to
time.
“If you get to the blue side, this Kun will definitely go to get
the river crab,” the nursery rhyme pointed at the screen. “If the
river crab’s field of vision sees the opposite side of the field,



he will start to invade the wild area or Opportunistic, the
success rate is very high, this, this, and this, have come to
the…”
The nursery rhyme squats at the computer’s space pause
button.
“On the contrary, if he is not allowed to take the river crab in
the first place and exclude his vision in the vicinity, his rhythm
will obviously not be so good.” Ming Shen also bent down and
mobilized the mouse to click on the computer. “And the ck
team is this. Because the rhythm was lost in the early stage,
the back of the wild area was quickly ruined by the sun god.”
The nursery rhyme “Hmm” whispered in the notebook and
madly remembered.
The two discussed very lively.
At the other end of the base, Xiaopeng stretched his neck and
said: “There was a data analyst in the team.”
Xiaorui smiled: “It’s very good, and you don’t have to give
more than one salary. If you are as serious as a nursery rhyme,
I will go to burn high incense.”
Xiaopang: “The lazy thing needs to be cultivated slowly. Don’t
worry.”
Xiaorui turned over chubby with a white eye. Xiaopang:
“Look, Lu Yuegang is also very diligent at the beginning. Isn’t
it a melon that uses someone else’s number to drop points for
others?”
Lu Yue: “Dead fat, you shut up.”
At this time, Lu Yuexi played her number in front of the
nursery rhyme’s computer. He was using his girlfriend, the
goddess of the moon, and the record was terrible. Xiaorui
looked around and took the head of Lu Yue’s head: I dare say
that Haoyue is your girlfriend, if I have already married you
eight hundred times.”
“Hey, don’t make a noise.” Lu Yue frowned. “Dwarf, how do
you play this rq?”, come back and show me a look…”
The nursery rhyme put down the notebook, jumped off the
sofa and rushed to Lu Yue, crowded him: “How are you so
stupid?”
Lu Yue’s body leaned slightly to the side, and the two men
huddled together to say the usage and outfit of Haoyue. At this
time, Lu Sicheng walked down from the upstairs room and



went to the front of the computer to start in a different team
data. Looking for something, and finally picking out his car
key from behind the lucky cat piggy bank.
“Go out?” The nursery rhyme asked without asking.
Lu Sicheng said “Well”: “My mom asked the woman, and
when people were on the road, they told me about it.”
“rq, see no, you screw your body, don’t be so straight on the
face of the big man’s face, ‘Running Laozi wants to even
move the move’, do you have acting?” Nursery rhymes let the
mouse and keyboard open, squinted and swept away The
captain who is still clean and clean, “Which woman?
“What is the phase… You don’t wear shoes and run barefoot,
and no one will sympathize with you in the next physiological
period.”
Lu Sicheng frowned, threw the next sentence “go away”, and
reached out to pat the top of the nursery rhyme and walked
outside the door.
The virgin sent her captain to wear shoes, opened the door and
walked to the garage.
At this time, the big cake slammed over her ankle, and the
nursery rhyme bent over and picked it up -
“Children, are you looking at this eye position is Kun’s
habitual eye position?”
“…hey, come.”
The nursery rhymes held the cat in his arms and jumped back
to the sofa in three or two steps.
The author has something to say: Wait for the second
The weather is cold, hard to get up is a problem, there is no
heating in the south, my fingers are stiff, typing is also very
slow, I will be late, I hope everyone will not remind, because I
will be very anxious, afraid of you for a long time Wait.
If you read the text, etc., the content is not waiting to update
the verb, right?
I will try to adjust the jet lag tonight, I hope I can get up early
tomorrow, try not to be late.
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